
‘‘A New Hope’’: The Psychic Life of
Passing

C. RILEY SNORTON

In an examination of the psychological aspect of passing, this essay challenges Sandy
Stone’s conceptualization and subsequent request for transsexuals to forego the act.
Employing an auto-ethnographical approach, this essay contends that considering the
‘‘psychic’’ dimensions of passing requires different, and more hopeful, articulations
about transsexual bodies, such that gendered and racialized transsexual bodies are
produced not simply in terms of social reading and physical embodiment, but also
through psychic affirmation and disavowal.

The essence of transsexualism is the act of passing. . . . I could
not ask a transsexual for anything more inconceivable than to
forgo passing, to be consciously ‘‘read,’’ to read oneself aloud—
and by this troubling and productive reading to begin to write
oneself into the discourses by which one has been written—
in effect then to become a (look out—dare I say it again?)
posttransexual.—Sandy Stone (1994, ‘‘The Empire Strikes
Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto,’’ 168)

There is no way to be(come) a human subject without recourse
to the practices/readings intrinsic to most understandings of
passing—that is, except by passing through passing itself.
—John L. Jackson and Martha S. Jones (2005, ‘‘Pass!ed Perfor-
mances: An Introduction,’’ 11)

In her groundbreaking essay, ‘‘The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual
Manifesto,’’ Sandy Stone examines the contradictory implications borne out of
the clinicization of transsexuality. On the one hand, Stone demonstrates the
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ways in which transsexuals subvert medical and psychological discourses
through self-consciously, and sometimes ironically, performing scripts of gen-
der normativity in order to receive desired ‘‘treatment.’’ As an example, Stone
focuses on the ceremonial ‘‘wringing of the chicken’’ in the clinic restroom—a
euphemism for masturbating before surgery—as an act of multilayered recogni-
tion and medical subversion. On the other hand, Stone critiques the degree to
which transsexuals deny pre-operative (MTF bottom surgery) subjectivities. By
doing so, Stone warns, transsexuals maintain medico-legal discourses’ narrative
hold on transsexual bodies, which she defines as ‘‘a tactile politics of reproduc-
tion constituted through textual violence. The clinic is a technology of
inscription’’ (Stone 1994, 164).

For Stone, each narrative about transsexuality—‘‘autobiographic, academic,
or clinical’’—is morally inflected as it attempts to provide an authoritative
explanation for the present and a mandate for the future (Stone 1994, 163).
Reflecting on the relationship between language and identity, Ellie Ragland-
Sullivan writes that ‘‘a gender identity maintains the desire from which the
individual and social reconstitute themselves structurally as metaphors. That is,
persons can speak only because language is always already a substitute that re-
fers to something else, the desire that gives rise to speech’’ (Ragland-Sullivan
1991, 51). Ragland-Sullivan’s conceptualization of identity as metaphor un-
derscores Stone’s urgent political question and her call for a counter-discourse.
But also implicit in Stone’s request for a counter-discourse is the desire for
transsexuals to generate a narrative that resists the cultural imperative to pass.
Stone writes:

For a transsexual, as a transsexual, to generate a true, effective, and
representational counter-discourse is to speak from outside the
boundaries of gender, beyond the constructed oppositional nodes,
which have been predefined as the only positions from which dis-
course is possible. How, then, can the transsexual speak? If the
transsexual were to speak, what would s/he say? (Stone 1994, 164)

The question of what transsexuals would say (if they were to speak) is in-
flected by broader matrices of identity and desire. The need for a counter-
discourse, therefore, and attention to the writing and (proper) reading of trans-
sexuals raise fundamental questions about desirable transsexual subjectivities,
ones that resist misrecognition, which for Stone might be the instances where
transsexuals are misrecognized as cisgender (or non-transgender). But Stone’s
articulations fail to think through the productive force of misrecognition and
passing at the psychic level. Even though the psyche is simply another discur-
sively produced site among an array of other technologies of the self, paying
attention to the psychic dimensions of passing opens up new modes of thinking
about the materiality of transsexual bodies.
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For Stone, transsexuals who deny the ‘‘destabilizing power of being ‘read’ are
incapable of authentic relationships, because their relationships begin as ‘lies’’’
(Stone 1994, 167). Stone therefore argues that in order to resist a ‘‘necessity for
passing . . . transsexuals must take responsibility for all of their history, to begin
to rearticulate their lives not as a series of erasures in the service of a species of
feminism conceived from within a traditional frame, but as a political action
begun by reappropriating difference and reclaiming the power of the refigured
and reinscribed body’’ (167). However, Stone’s discussion of passing relies on a
particular understanding of a post-operative transsexual body that implies that
passing, even for trans people who have undergone surgeries, is a possibility
that does not always already comprise a version of failure.

As Stone’s manifesto evidences, passing is conventionally understood as the
practice of moving from an oppressed group to a dominant group, that is, from
black to white, female to male, transgender to cisgender. This ‘‘passing to priv-
ilege’’ narrative has animated much discussion in critical race theory and
gender studies, and an extensive literature in both disciplines examines the
logic of passing and its relation to identity politics. Amy Robinson writes, ‘‘The
‘problem’ of identity, a problem to which passing owes the very possibility of its
practice, is predicated on the false promise of the visible as an epistemological
guarantee’’ (Robinson 1994, 716). In other words, passing confounds our visu-
ally privileging cultural logic. It confuses the real with the artifice, and often
even after a careful social excavation, it is hard to determine which is what.
This, plus its explicit relation to power, is what makes passing so fascinating.
And while many scholars have paid attention to the political, cultural, and
even technological (medical among others) contexts that give rise to the
occasion of passing, the psychological dimension of passing has remained
under-theorized such that scholars have yet to examine how passing engages
the psychic imagination of self.1

The relationship among passing, theories of sex/gender performativity, and
racial practices must be considered in terms of social reading, physical embod-
iment, and psychic affirmation (or disavowal). A deeper consideration of the
psychic life of passing requires an exploration of the interstitial relationships
among articulation (we are who we say we are), performance (we are what we
do), and practice (we are routinized bodily actions). In this essay I employ an
auto-ethnographical approach and highlight my day-to-day experiences as a
recent transplant to Philadelphia; a graduate student at the University of
Pennsylvania; a black non-op, no-hormone transsexual; and a resident of rap-
idly gentrifying and gentrified West Philadelphia. I argue, by presenting
examples of the myriad ways I pass everyday, that the psychic act of passing is
an essential part of what it means to know myself. By highlighting the psychic
dimensions of passing from the position of the ‘‘one who passes,’’ I hope to
emphasize its processual aspects and constitutive power, both in its ability to
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rearticulate social relations and to shape the contours of lived experiences. Al-
though passing has traditionally been considered in one of three forms—a ploy
for power, a lie, or a form of misrecognition—focusing on its psychic compo-
nents may help to reform our understanding of passing such that we value it as
the function by which one distinguishes oneself as a human subject (Jackson
and Jones 2005, 11).

This essay, like Stone’s, is interested in questions of narrativity and the con-
texts, origins, and possibilities of speech regarding transsexuality. It is also
preoccupied with concepts like hope, dreams, possibilities, aspirations, realities,
and resignations, and to that end attempts to think through the interdepen-
dency of these terms as they relate to transsexuality, transgender studies, and
(dare I say it) gender liberation. In contrast to Stone’s call for truthful and rep-
resentative counter-narratives, I explore the ways in which popular and
academic discourses about passing render non-operative, no-hormone trans-
sexuals illegible in conversations about transsexuality. Looking particularly at
the work of Jay Prosser, Judith Butler, and Stone, I examine how discussions of
transsexuality often presume a corporeal materiality that does not aptly char-
acterize the lived experiences of transsexuals who are not able to pass in a
traditional sense. This essay hopes to complicate and expand definitions of
transsexuality and passing through a serious investigation of the political and
personal investments in concepts such as ‘‘the psyche’’ and ‘‘hope,’’ and their
relation to transsexual embodiment. In the first of the three sections, I examine
the literature on transsexuality and its relation to narrative form to discuss the
disjunctures that arise when theory takes autobiography as its primary material
or data. In the second section, I recount a personal experience with passing in
my neighborhood barbershop to highlight the ways in which academic dis-
courses about passing and transsexuality rarely reference black, non-operative,
no-hormone transsexual bodies. In the final part, I turn to the political possi-
bilities for trans people when passing is no longer primarily defined as a
deceitful practice. Drawing on the work of Vincent Crapanzano and Cornel
West, this paper seeks to find ‘‘a new hope’’ (to use another Star Wars refer-
ence) for those who pass.

PASSING AND LEGIBILITY: WHAT BELIES THE BODY AND TEXT

Scholars who write about transsexuality have rightly paid a great deal of atten-
tion to the ways transsexuals talk about their bodies and the relation between
speech and embodiment. In his book Second Skins, Jay Prosser writes, ‘‘a body
narrative is the story the transsexual weaves around the body in order that this
body may be ‘read’’’ (Prosser 1998, 101). For Prosser, the ‘‘second’’ sexing of the
transsexual body is constituted by narrative, in which ‘‘transsexuality [serves] as
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a passage through space, a journey from one location to another’’ (Prosser 1998,
5). He writes:

In this sense transition serves as a key means by which trans-
sexuals represent their relations not only to gendered belonging
but to sexual communities and politics (lesbian, gay, straight,
queer, and, most recently, transgendered). (5)

Employing Didier Anzieu’s (1989) concept of the ‘‘skin ego.’’ while taking
Butler to task for her theories of gender performativity, Prosser contends that
transsexuals experience their bodies as beyond their physical contours or di-
mensions; as certain contours are unincorporable into their self-images, others
that are not yet corporeal are felt to be present. He then provides a list of phys-
ical transformations that transsexuals undergo. However, in referring to
physical transformation as a transsexual’s ‘‘life quest,’’ he fails to reflect on the
large number of transsexuals for whom a different corporeality never (fully)
materializes (Prosser 1998, 67).

Arguing primarily against earlier writings (and readings) of Butler, Prosser
argues that Gender Trouble enables the syllogism ‘‘transgender5 gender per-
formativity5 queer5 subversive’’ (Prosser 1998, 33). Prosser contends that
transsexed people become transsexed to themselves from within their bodily
experience, whereas they become transsexed to others through the mechanisms
of being able to tell a narrative, which can be believed as a justification for
being transsexed. For Prosser, the narrative, found particularly in the form of
autobiography, provides the ‘‘means to passing through transsexuality and to
passing back into it’’ (131). However, this argument, like Stone’s thesis in
‘‘Empire,’’ fails to conceptualize pre-operative and non-operative transsexual
bodies. Moreover, it is fundamentally unclear what precisely is meant by ‘‘bod-
ily experience,’’ as one’s experience of one’s body is filtered through the mind.
An experience of the body therefore must be at least partially psychically de-
termined, and while it is true that a different body can constitute a different
sense of self, it is not the only way in which transsexuals understand them-
selves. However, the legibility of Prosser’s transsexual subjects is not only
inscribed on the page through their autobiographies, but perhaps more impor-
tantly, it is written on the body. Prosser explicitly states that the people he
describes are all writing post-operatively (by which he refers to MTF bottom
surgery), but what happens when the pre-operative or non-operative transsex-
ual wants to write her own narrative too? How might that story contribute and
alter existing discourses on sexuality? What happens when the story of the
transsexual body does not evidence a clear break from a sexual ontological past?

Throughout her career and particularly inUndoing Gender, Judith Butler has
offered new (revised) frameworks with which to understand the cultural legi-
bility of transgender people in society. In Undoing Gender, Butler argues that
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one is always performing gender for an ‘‘other,’’ even if that other is imaginary
(Butler 2004, 32). For Butler, gender is a social relation in which no one person
can be the author of her own gender. Drawing on Hegel, she makes the link
between desire and recognition when she writes, ‘‘But if the schemes of recog-
nition that are available to us are those that ‘undo’ the person by conferring
recognition or ‘undo’ the person by withholding recognition, then recognition
becomes a site of power by which the human is differentially produced’’ (4).
Therefore recognition, partly borrowing from Foucault’s concept of subjecti-
vation,2 is informed by social norms that are not chosen and that serve as the
proof of one’s agency.

In Undoing Gender, Butler frames transgender legibility within a discourse
about ‘‘conflict.’’ She rightly attends to the heightened manner with which
transgender and transsexual people of color are subject to pathologization and
violence, often as a result of being read on the streets as trans. Butler also elu-
cidates an interesting paradox, which is the substance of subjectivation, in
which the questions of autonomy and self-determination are bound by institu-
tions that ‘‘are laid out in advance and prior to one’s choice,’’ and ‘‘conversely
(and as a consequence) it turns out that changing the institutions by which
humanly visible choice is established and maintained is a prerequisite for the
exercise of self-determination’’ (Butler 1997, 7). Although the irony Butler
describes, that is, that our subjectivities are produced by structures that seek to
constrain us, is resonant with the experiences of transsexuals and people more
generally, the relation between what is human and what is visible/legible is
problematic as it seems to preclude the possibilities for other communities to
validate the lives of those who may be culturally illegible elsewhere. For exam-
ple, pre- and non-operative, no-hormone transsexuals may find legibility
among friends, family, support groups, and other trans people. They may also
find recognition in their own minds.

Moreover, the lack of distinction between what is human and socially leg-
ible obscures her argument, which suggests that sometimes one’s social
audience can be imaginary. While the social plays an important role in fram-
ing our understanding of ‘‘self,’’ cultural and social legibility cannot
predetermine what is human in every sense; there must be space for the
‘‘psyche’’ or the staging of self for our imaginary other in self-determination as
well. We are human, even if it is simply because we imagine ourselves to be.
Similarly, the social illegibility of a heteronormatively gendered queer person
(for example, a lesbian who is read as straight) or an Anglo-looking person of
color may be the very condition that produces a form of psychic legibility ev-
idenced by the experience of cognitive dissonance on the part of the one
who passes. Misrecognition, therefore, is as important as recognition in the
production of self, as the quality of feeling misrecognized/unseen/wrongly
viewed serves as a context for the emergence of selfhood. The sense of feeling
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misrecognized also serves as a site for resistance in forms of identification gov-
erned by the politics of recognition, as the possibility of misrecognition carries
with it the opportunity for deliberation and the potential rejection of social
scripts, which get mapped onto one’s body.

In ‘‘Male Lesbians and the Postmodern Body,’’ Jacqueline Zita examines the
ways ‘‘male lesbians’’ are made possible and recognizable by postmodern dis-
course. In her exploration of how postmodernism opens up space for new
sexualities and genders, Zita outlines four strategies ‘‘male lesbians’’ could em-
ploy to gain membership in lesbian spaces or to be legible as lesbian: (1) a
‘‘post-operative transsexual’’ strategy, in which one changes one’s secondary
sexual characteristics; (2) a ‘‘transgendering’’ strategy, where one asks those
around one to see one’s ‘‘inner’’ self; (3) a ‘‘genital de-essentializing’’ strategy,
where one asks people to dissociate one’s genital from one’s sexual identifica-
tion; and (4) a ‘‘genderfuck’’ strategy, in which one would participate in sexual
acts of the opposite sex (Zita 1992, 118–19). However, Zita vehemently rejects
passing as a strategy, either within the ‘‘charmed circle’’ of the lesbian space (in
which she doesn’t seem to believe that a male lesbian could ‘‘pass’’) or in the
outside ‘‘straight world.’’ She points to the inevitable failure to pass as a justi-
fication to exclude passing from the ranks of postmodern strategies when she
writes,

[W]hen our ‘‘male lesbian’’ fails to maintain a consistent female
identity at all times, this is not a failure in postmodern imagina-
tion but an indication of the individual’s inability to control
over-determined hegemonic readings from the outside world
forced on the body. When these readings numerically outnum-
ber the less frequent ‘‘lesbian’’ attribution in the charmed circle,
this external world definitely ‘‘sexes’’ his body. (125)

Zita goes as far as to suggest that a numerical outnumbering of attributions as
male over lesbian serves to ‘‘sex’’ the body of the male lesbian. What is absent
in her discussion, however, is any sort of ‘‘male lesbian’’ interiority. The critical
question remains, what allows for a male-bodied lesbian to continue under-
standing herself as lesbian even in the face of constant misrecognition? This is
the question I attempt to address in a discussion of my barbershop experiences
as an FTM transsexual (often read as female).

In telling my own story, I recognize that I am met with the same predica-
ment as others who have written on transsexuality—namely privileging
autobiographical/autoethnographical data as a means to create theory. How-
ever, I find it impossible to discuss the relations between narrativity and
embodiment, speech and legibility, passing and hope without explicitly de-
scribing how these ideas are informed by my experiences as a black, non-
operative, no-hormone transsexual. Part of what readers might notice is the
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dramatic change in tone, an emphasis on thick description over theoretical
moves. In this shift, I hope to at least characterize the disjunctures between
theory and everyday narratives about transsexuality. Particularly as it relates to
passing, I offer (borrowing from Harold Garfinkel3) that contextualizing pass-
ing as a practice within the daily routines of non-operative, no-hormone
transsexuals requires moving beyond the clinic as the primary site of inscription
such that we recognize passing as enabled as much by technologies of the mind
as those of the body. Passing, as a mental narrative, then gets precisely at the
heart of the questions that animate discussions about transsexuality—namely
how does one articulate oneself as transsexual?

TAKING A STOP BY THE BARBERSHOP: A QUOTIDIAN AUTOETHNOGRAPHY4

A couple of years ago I moved toWest Philadelphia to begin graduate studies at
the University of Pennsylvania. Early on I looked for a barbershop to continue
my twice-a-month shape-up ritual. Less than one block from my house I found
three barbershops all located about two or three storefronts away from one par-
ticular corner. I immediately nixed Tony’s Barbershop, whose tagline reads
‘‘Just for Men,’’ as a viable option since I felt sure that the man I know myself to
be would not necessarily reflect the man Tony or his clients had in mind. The
other two shops, The Hair Lounge and Natural Impressions, remain the two
barbershops I frequent in order to maintain a fresh cut.

Between a Chinese-run American deli and a bar that appears to be open
sixteen hours a day is a fairly small shop called The Hair Lounge. Three barber
chairs line the left side of the shop with about ten seats for waiting on the
opposite side of the narrow space. At the end of the room, opposite the door, is
a twenty-six-inch TV tuned usually to Jerry Springer or Maury Povich during
the day or to the news in the evening. This is the shop I prefer, as the television
has provided me with solace in the last twenty-eight months I have been pa-
tronizing this shop. Natural Impressions, my alternate barbershop, has had a
broken window for over a year. This even smaller shop also has three barber’s
chairs, but only two barbers are ever present. Five or six chairs for waiting face
the barber’s seats. There is no working TV, only a small radio perched on a
bench covered with magazines, newspapers, and the remaining stray shards of
the broken glass from the storefront window.

These three barbershops, in such close proximity to one another, thrive on
very different clientele. Tony’s caters mostly to men over forty. Urban legend
has it that Tony’s used to serve as a spot for exotic dancers, hence the ‘‘for men
only’’ also speaks to the historical, homosocial practice of watching female ex-
otic dancers. The Hair Lounge, which is definitely the most popular of the
three shops, is frequented mostly by young African American men in their
twenties but also by children and some women (one of the barbers also threads
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eyebrows). Natural Impressions has an almost exclusively immigrant patronage,
mostly Haitian and West African.

The very first time I stepped into The Hair Lounge, I was misrecognized for
one patron’s friend—a friend he knew from the bar next door. As the man
proceeded to share with me some inside joke between himself and his friend, I
became acutely aware of the palpable tension rising in the atmosphere of the
shop. My barber, Slopes, and another barber exchanged confused glances, not
simply because I was not this man’s bar mate but because they read my gender
as female. The man stopped his story abruptly, and I began to feel so anxious as
to excuse myself from the shop by saying in the lowest possible voice I could
muster that I was going next door to the deli to get some iced tea. When I
returned five minutes later all the barbers began to apologize profusely for what
had happened. I told them there was nothing to apologize about, but they
didn’t seem to understand my intended meaning. The man who at first was
interested in sharing a joke and a laugh rather embarrassedly excused himself
from the shop. I can only assume that in the time it took to grab a bottled
beverage, deliberation took place and consensus was reached on my often mul-
tiply read, ‘‘indecipherable’’ gender expression.

Through consensus, I became a female in the barbershop, yet at the same
time each succeeding visit has shown that the process has never been fully
‘‘complete.’’ One Friday afternoon during Maury Povich I sat down in Slopes’s
chair after the requisite hour-and-a-half wait to see which of Povich’s formulas
would air that day. The show featured updates on his ‘‘wildest’’ previous guests.
Most times in the shop, when the TV is on, light banter takes precedence over
the background noise of the daytime talk shows. However, when a segment
came on about a black trans woman and sex worker who on a previous episode
came out as transgender to her mother and sister, the barbershop was uneasily
silent. As I sat in the chair, I pretended to keep my eyes on the television
screen. However, I could not help trying to survey the room, perhaps because I
am always trying to practice the art of ethnography, but most certainly because
I wanted to assess my level of danger. As my eyes darted around the room, I saw
the other patrons once rapt in conversation now pretending to listen intently
to the segment while practicing their own careful surveying of me and the
effeminate, presumably gay man who sat exactly opposite me cross-legged in
tight jeans. I too looked at the man I read as queer, hoping to make eye contact
and share an imperceptible nod of recognition. However, there was none to be
made, no solidarity had, and at virtually the same instant I realized we were all
practicing a form of reading (of looking but not seeing) to help us through this
moment of quiet crisis.

Our social drama continued even after Povich wrapped up the segment,
promising to keep us updated on the woman’s progress, when the show cut to a
commercial break, and the man seated in the barber’s chair next to me uttered
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the first phrase since the segment had come on: ‘‘We don’t need to see any
more about that. Please don’t keep me updated on what’s going on with him.’’
The barbershop filled with laughter. On one level this patron’s comments
could simply be read as homophobic and transphobic and dismissed out of
hand. However, that would overlook the productive value not only of the
comment but also of the ensuing laughter. It is important to note that every
single person in the barbershop laughed, of course presumably not for the same
reasons. But the collective laughter served as a productive site for an articula-
tion of a form of black masculinity, marked by an acute sense of precariousness
and the need for performative recuperation.

E. Patrick Johnson, in his discussion about the relationship between race
and performance, cites Clifford Geertz in describing the interactions between
black researchers and researched as a ‘‘fragile fiction’’ (Johnson 2003, 10). For
Johnson, ‘‘fragile fiction’’ describes the mental and literary narratives ethnog-
raphers create to account for time in the field (10). Surely this helps to explain
my experiences in the barbershop: a black researcher interested in the production
of my gender in social space. However, it seems also to aptly describe an aspect of
black masculinity more generally. In his larger project, Johnson critically exam-
ines discourses of black masculinity and tropes of authenticity to argue for
appropriative performances of blackness as a means to undermine and subvert
dominant scripts of black masculinity. Johnson writes, ‘‘blackness does not only
reside in theatrical fantasy of the white imaginary that is then projected onto
black bodies, nor is it always consciously acted out; rather, it is also the inex-
pressible yet undeniable racial experience of black people’’ (8). In this way, the
barbershop laughter, robust and polysemic, signifies a moment of synthesis in
what Victor Turner (1995) might have described as a symbolic ritual of mascu-
linity. However, the literature on passing and transsexuality rarely takes into
account the experiences of transgender people with multiple identities, particu-
larly trans people of color, such that a person who passes as a black man both to
himself and others is not typically vested with the keys to patriarchal authority
but rather is engaged constantly in elaborate rituals of recuperation as a person of
color, as a transgender person, as an assemblage of identifications.

Wrapped in my reflections, I felt particularly uneasy on my half-block walk
back from the barbershop to my apartment. In many ways, the woman on the
screen mirrored back to me a version of the person I know myself to be: a black
body, misread, spectacularized, and often confusing to others. I laughed when
everybody else did, not because I didn’t care to hear about her ongoing struggles
with her family, but because I felt exposed. As a trans man often read as a little
boy or a butch lesbian, I often confront the ‘‘failure’’ of my masculinity—one that
I understand as both queer and male. For the men in the barbershop, the trans
woman materialized the specter of compromised black masculinity, her gender
presentation marked (like my own) by her non-operative, no-hormone status.
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In his Imagining Transgender, David Valentine studies mostly MTF transsex-
uals who identify as women but who also maintain strong ties to gay male
culture. For Valentine, his informants live at the interstices of distinct and
separable genders and sexualities and elucidate how categories such as ‘‘trans-
gender or homosexuality [are] a modern and recent innovation’’ (Valentine
2007, 169). Like those of Valentine’s informants, my experiences in my sexed
body and transsexed mind require new articulations of theories of the psychic
dimensions of transsexuality. Generally, the presence of non-operative,
no-hormone transsexuals problematizes the relationship between transsexual-
ity and medical narratives such that the relationship between power and
passing is more fluid, situational, and culturally inflected; these occasions
can and often do operate outside of the clinic to take place at the barbershop,
grocery store, and other informal spaces of social gathering.

Shifting the focus of transsexual theory away from discourses of medicalizat-
ion necessarily requires broadening traditional definitions of passing. For the
vast majority of transsexuals who are not able to ‘‘pass’’ all the time, passing is
not simply a question of how one is read but includes an agential power of
affirming one’s own reading of self. Definitions of passing therefore must also
include its psychological function, that is, that it brings one’s ‘‘self’’ into view.
Through the experiences of psychic dissonance, affirmation, disavowal, and
recognition, we engage in the process of passing off our daily experiences of
embodiment as identifications—creating ‘‘fragile fictions’’ of personhood.
Therefore passing is not simply the essence of transsexualism; it is the way we
make identity. An expansion of passing to include its psychic dimension opens
up new possibilities for thinking about all kinds of bodies, identities, and per-
formances. And for non-operative, no-hormone transsexuals, a broader
definition of passing is key to the psychic survival of trans people who are not
read as the gender they prefer all the time (which may be every trans person).
Passing, then, may be the mechanism by which Zita’s ‘‘male’’ lesbians sustain a
sense of their identity amid constant misrecognition, as it is the way I continue
to live in community in West Philadelphia.

This is not to suggest that transsexuals and particularly transsexuals of color
are not susceptible to physical and structural violence prompted by the readings
and misreadings of their bodies. Peggy Phelan, in concert with Butler, ac-
knowledges that the risks of visibility—a product of passing—for transsexuals
may lead to sexual violence, assault, and murder. For Phelan, passing is a nar-
rative about visibility and the risks of translation: ‘‘The risk of visibility then is
the risk of any translation—a weaker version of the original script, the appro-
priation by (economically and artistically) powerful ‘others’’’ (Phelan 1993,
97). Therefore, passing is sometimes politically and culturally necessary to
avoid misrepresentation, and more importantly, physical harm. However, I
would offer that an examination of the psychic dimensions of passing, which
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allows for the possibilities of productive misrecognition and internal delibera-
tion, is necessary for the avoidance of psychological harm. On the numerous
occasions where I am read as a cisgender woman, passing becomes a necessary
mechanism to understand these situations as not simply a failure to present as
the gender I recognize myself to be, but also as instances of passing. These
moments of passing (of visibility and misrecognition) for a woman become the
substance (a process of dissonance and disidentification) of my own psychic
recognition as a trans man.

Misrecognition structures social identifications, as Walter Benn Michaels
argues, with regard to the social construction of race. For Michaels, social un-
derstandings of race always contain some form of ‘‘misrecognition of biology’’
(Michaels 1994, 411). Arguing against social constructionists who argue that
there is no material reality to racial identity, Michaels contends that if identity
is ‘‘nothing but a distinctive array of beliefs and practices, then there could be
no such thing as passing, since to believe and practice what the members of any
race [or identity group] believed and practiced would, by definition, make you a
member of that race [or identity]’’ (411). As he rightly points out, there must be
something other than performance that constitutes the reading of identity,
which in the case of race might be physically (or even phenotypically) marked.
However, it is also useful to think about Michaels’s theory in the obverse, such
that our psychic investment in race, gender, and so on is predicated upon our
grouping together beliefs and cultural practices and ‘‘passing them off’’ as iden-
tity. In other words, part of the process of identification might be aptly
described as a form of passing. Broadening Prosser’s formulation, identifications
are formed by passing through identity and passing back into it.

THE POSSIBILITY OF A NEW HOPE

The title of this essay ‘‘A New Hope’’ is partly in response to Stone’s ‘‘The
Empire Strikes Back,’’ as it takes the prequel movie in the Star Wars series to
illustrate the recuperative qualities of passing for non-operative, no-hormone
transsexuals. However, it is also informed by theories about hope. Concepts
like ‘‘hope’’ and ‘‘psyche’’ are both vested with meanings that transcend any
recourse to base materialism. One cannot find these concepts in the material
world, for they evoke the ritualistic and perhaps even spiritual investments we
have in humanity. In the wake of a presidential election where hope was de-
ployed as a rallying call to vote, hope as an idea took on an explicitly political
edge, as it stood in for the possibility of change in the midst of a tremendous
financial crisis and an ongoing ‘‘war on terror.’’ As President Barack Obama
states in hisNew York Times bestseller, it is the position we must take when ‘‘we
have no choice’’ (Obama 2006, 8). Hope, however, does not simply spring
eternal from the shared values of the American citizenry, as Obama might have
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us imagine. Nor can it simply be a ‘‘rhetoric of deflection,’’ a means to defer
action until some unforeseen future (Crapanzano 2003, 8). Rather, hope is an
orientation toward politics (cultural, electoral, and otherwise), which demon-
strates a willingness to engage, even as it seems hopelessly naı̈ve to do so. As an
analytic, hope rightly attends to the psychosocial construction of reality while
also forcing us to contend with the political and personal investments we have
in belonging, recognition, and legibility. Like passing, hope might also expand
our understanding of transsexual bodies as it places the material (the physical
body) and immaterial (the psyche) in productive tension.

Cornel West’s Hope on a Tightrope: Words and Wisdom explicitly engages the
politics of hope when he argues that ‘‘real hope is grounded in a particularly
messy struggle and it can be betrayed by naı̈ve projections of a better future that
ignore the necessity of doing the real work’’ (West 2008, 6). Distinguishing hope
from optimism, which he described in a public lecture as ‘‘[adopting] the role of
the spectator who surveys the evidence in order to infer that things are going to
get better,’’ West argues that in this time, people must arm themselves with hope
to confront the overwhelming currents of inequality, global capitalism, social
breakdown, and personal disillusionment; it is ‘‘what keeps us sane’’ (West 2005).
West’s connection of psychological well-being with his politically inflected defi-
nition of hope is critical to my understanding of the relationship between hope
and passing. For transsexuals like me, passing is a hopeful stance that sustains an
ability to articulate a transsexual identity in the face of discourses of clinicization
and social misreading. Passing, like hope, keeps me sane, or at least helps me cope
in an environment that does not produce the identity I psychically inhabit.

However, more so than their restorative psychological value, theories of hope
also intervene in conversations about the materiality of transsexual bodies. Crap-
anzano, in his ‘‘Reflections on Hope as a Category of Social and Psychological
Analysis,’’ writes that hope is ‘‘intimately linked to desire,’’ such that meanings of
hope and desire may overlap when the length of time is short, or hope can be-
come a passive counterpart to desire when the duration of time is indefinite
(Crapanzano 2003, 7). In this idea of hope lies an aspirational future that impli-
cates individual practice in the present (25). In other words, hope casts the
present in a historical light. As JurgenMoltmann argues inThe Theology of Hope,
hope takes seriously the possibilities with which ‘‘all reality is fraught’’ (Moltm-
ann 1967, 25). Hope for understanding non-operative, no-hormone transsexuals
might be restored through an understanding of passing that does not rely exclu-
sively on the ‘‘reality’’ of the materiality of the transsexual body. Instead, hope
and passing create room for imagining the world differently and in doing so, for
transforming the scripts of gendered embodiment. In the space outside of the
clinic, passing gives way to hope for transsexuals who seek to find community
and to reconcile the differences between the intersubjective but often dissonant
worlds of the social and the mind.
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While Crapanzano describes desire as ‘‘effective,’’ hope is decidedly affective
and ‘‘can never be fully divorced from hopelessness any more than hopelessness
can be divorced from hope’’ (Crapanzano 2003, 17). Hope is the waking
dreams, the psychic delusions, the slippery knowledge produced by passing that
render legible non-operative, no-hormone transsexuals. It is not the counter-
narratives Stone requires, which may in fact be ‘‘turtles all the way down,’’ as
discourses and counter-discourses are often informed by the same core values
and beliefs. Rather hope, like the psychic dimensions of passing, allows for the
flexibility to make claims about the body that transcend conversations about
materiality. It allows for the possibility of transition, which does not occur on
the surgeon’s table at the clinic but instead in the spaces where people come
together or in the quiet moments of reflection in one’s room. Although I deeply
appreciate the intervention Stone has made in her ‘‘Post-transsexual Mani-
festo,’’ I hope to provide a more hopeful reading for transsexuals who ‘‘pass.’’ If
indeed passing is the essence of transsexualism, this essay seeks to explore what
new possibilities are afforded when passing is explored psychically and when
transsexual bodies are black and non-operative. As a response to the sets of
questions this essay lays out, I offer that we should resist taking narratives of
passing as clear-cut (black and/to white). Instead we must open ourselves to the
productive possibilities of the ‘‘gray’’ and the contradictory social spaces some
trans people inhabit at the edges of legibility.

However, as Butler suggests, possibility itself is a normative value. She con-
tends, ‘‘Possibility is an aspiration, something we might hope will be equitably
distributed, something that cannot be taken for granted, especially if it is ap-
prehended phenomenologically . . . . The thought of a possible life is only an
indulgence for those who already know themselves to be possible. For those
who are still looking to become possible, possibility is a necessity’’ (Butler 2004,
31). It is my hope that a more expansive definition of passing, one that takes
into account its ‘‘psychic’’ dimensions (as a complementary or competing dis-
cursive space in theorizations about the transsexual body), helps us consider the
necessity of including more voices in the discussion about transsexuality.

NOTES

Thanks to Ann Garry, Talia Bettcher, John L. Jackson, Jr., Katherine Sender, Nancy J.
Hirschmann, Peggy Sanday, Zenzele Isoke, Jes Batis, and the anonymous reviewers for
comments on this paper. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Race, Sex,
Power Conference in Chicago, March 2008.

1. Marjorie Garber and Pamela Caughie both mention the psychic dimensions of
passing in their work. Marjorie Garber, in her Vested Interests: Cross Dressing and Cul-
tural Anxieties, discusses how the event of passing for transsexuals and transvestites
create a psychic crisis for the audience such that it renders explicit the arbitrariness of
the phallus. She writes, ‘‘the extraordinary power of the transvestite [is] as an aesthetic
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and psychological agent of destabilization, desire and fantasy’’ (Garber 1992, 71). Garb-
er makes use of the psychic dimension, in many ways corroborating popular readings of
Judith Butler’sGender Trouble 1990. On the other hand, Pamela Caughie, in her Passing
and Pedagogy: The Dynamics of Responsibility, wants to theorize passing from the vantage
point of the one who passes. Caughie writes that, ‘‘With passing come new anxieties
about performing as ‘the one supposed to know’ (Lacan), which always entail the pos-
sibility of being exposed as a fraud’’ (Caughie 1999, 58). However, this remains a partial
picture of the psychological dimension of passing by emphasizing an ontological reality
that is psychically known and performatively masked.

2. In The Psychic Life of Power, Butler explicates her implicit use of the concept of
subjectivation when she writes: ‘‘The subject is the linguistic occasion for the individual
to achieve and reproduce intelligibility, the linguistic condition of its existence and
agency. No individual becomes a subject without first becoming subjected [to] or un-
dergoing ‘subjectivation.’ . . . It makes little sense to treat ‘the individual’ as an
intelligible term if individuals are said to acquire their intelligibility by becoming sub-
jects. Paradoxically, no intelligible reference to individuals or their becoming can take
place without a prior reference to their status as subjects. The story by which subjection
is told is inevitably circular, presupposing the very subject for which it seeks to give an
account’’ (Butler 1997, 11).

3. Garfinkel defines passing as a necessary strategy for transsexuals. He writes, ‘‘The
work of achieving and making secure their rights to live in the elected sex status while
providing for the possibility of detection and ruin carried out within the socially struc-
tured conditions in which this work occurred I shall call ‘passing’’’ (Garfinkel 1967,
118). While the language of ‘‘detection’’ is troubling as it maintains a false distinction
between the truth and the pretense of the body, Garfinkel’s emphasis on the importance
of social conditions in structuring the process is crucial to my own understanding of
passing.

4. In a discussion of how autobiography challenges traditional anthropology’s re-
liance on emic/etic distinctions, Michael M. J. Fischer writes, ‘‘Standing between the
individual and the social, autobiography is a site of interplay between the modernist
vision of autonomous bounded egos and postmodernist decentered selves’’ (Fischer
2003, 180). For Fischer, ‘‘identity quests are focal points for the cultural creation of a
new ethos for the postmodern world’’ (192). In this way, autobiographies are able to
make ‘‘etic’’ proclamations as the ‘‘frame of a life history’’ serves as an ‘‘experiential field’’
for identifying the ways in which broader historical forces intersect to articulate a sub-
ject’’ (192). Sue Thomas cites Mary Louise Pratt as having developed the concept
autoethnography, which employs the following principle: ‘‘[i]f ethnographic texts are a
means by which Europeans represent to themselves their (usually subjugated) others,
autoethnographic texts are those the others construct in relation to or in dialogue with
those metropolitan representations’’ (Thomas 1999, 9).
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